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Celebrity baker
promoting
old grain

Consumption of sourdough bread is increasing
in Europe. This Finnish Celebrity Baker has
marketed successfully the excellent qualities of
sourdough bread baked from old grain through
digital media, publishing and educational
activities.

The bread experience
This Celebrity Baker had been working for years in
Scandinavian countries and upon one of her business travels, she visited a café in downtown Oslo and
bought a sandwich. What a sandwich. It turned out
to be a bread experience. The best and most tasty
bread she has ever had in her life. The experience
called for action and she found the company baking
the bread, learned about the flour and the method of baking. These ingredients she bought, took
them home to Finland with her and so she started
to develop the process of baking. Until it so happened that she one night made the dough, was too
tired to work on it, fell asleep and woke up the next
morning with a dough bubbling out of its container.
She baked the bread and got the bread experience
again. Intriguingly, sourdough bread did not cause
her the swelling or pain, which usually followed the
consumption of ordinary supermarket bread.
Photo 1. Traditional Finnish rye bread. Photo: Eliisa Kuusela

Working on the baking methods
and promoting the old grain

Photo 2. Modern sourdough rye bread baked by Eliisa Kuusela.
Photo: Urszula Ala-Karvia

After these personal experiences, the Celebrity Baker
(who was not a celebrity yet at this point) started
to develop and elaborate on the process of making sourdough bread. Different flours, mixtures of
them, different timings, sequences of mixing and
letting the dough rest, temperatures and a variety
of souring agents were tested for the best results
of different styles of sourdough bread. The various
ovens and temperatures for caramelized crust were
tried as well. An interesting variation in baking was
the method of putting the dough into a cast iron
pan and then into an oven which made the baking
easier than anything for busy consumers. The old
grain became not only important but crucial for the
tasty bread. The Celebrity Baker started to look for
old grain in supermarkets and shops and found it
very tedious to get anything useful. Here, contacting
farmers who still cultivated old grain – be it landraces, conservation varieties, spelt, emmer and einkorn,
and even populations – seemed to answer the baker’s needs. However, as the flour is key to the bread,
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getting suitable material has proved to be the bottle neck of the market developments: how can ordinary people bake their tasty bread without respective flour (mixes) from old grain? In practice, spelt has
been available and from special sources in the Nordic countries some old grain in very small quantities.
The Celebrity Baker’s speciality is sourdough wheat bread which is not that common in Finland, where
sourdough bread is mainly baked from rye. She claims that the sourdough wheat bread is such a superior
product, that it really should be a great success in the market. The old Finnish rye varieties are also very
important in the developments of baking techniques and promotion of old grain in terms of nutrition and
health. Therefore, the Celebrity Baker develops contacts with farmers of old grain, who cultivate landraces
and conservation varieties. She sees that with the Baking Revolution these farmers could get a boost for
their production, increased income, and the biodiversity, health of both soils and customers would all be
enhanced. She has already received feedback from producers of old varieties, that her work has significantly influenced on demand and sales numbers.

Publicity by digital media and educational activities
Having discovered, further developed, and even elaborated the process of making truly good bread by
experience the Celebrity Baker started to create a career with sourdough for herself. The Celebrity Baker
wanted to share this elevating experience of good bread with others, and to improve simultaneously environmental and socio-economic aspects of producers as well as consumers. The sourdough bread made
of old grain is essentially wholesome nutrition and affordable when home-baked. The central message is
simply ‘start making your own bread’ and that this is unbelievably easy. Truly good bread only needs water, salt and authentic flour. Once one starts learning one can continue elaborating the skill with fantastic
results. The Celebrity Baker turned to digital media and established the group for sharing baking experiences; today, there are more than 10 000 engaged members in the community including sales managers
and product developers of large companies. However, the Celebrity Baker claims that this activity of baking truly good fresh bread from old grain cannot copied and upscaled because the core of the activity lies
in the personal, relational and experiential learning outcome. The Celebrity Baker also published a book
– a blockbuster – and offers baking courses and lectures for interested audiences. Through her domestic
and international activities, the Celebrity Baker has set her heart on promoting the cultivation, marketing
and consumption of bread baked from organic old grain.

Photo3. Eliisa Kuusela during CERERE
Classe Verte, Helsinki 2018. Photo: Urszula
Ala-Karvia

Photo 4. An amateur-baked organic wheat and
spelt bread based on Eliisa Kuusela’s recipe.
Photo: Urszula Ala-Karvia
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